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Magnetic field properties at the plasma edge in the Dynamic Ergodic Divertor ~DED! for the Torus
Experiment for Technology Oriented Research ~TEXTOR-94! @Fusion Eng. Des. 37, 337 ~1997!#
have been studied. This is done by using a generalized symplectic mapping method of integration
of field line equations. It is shown that by the radial shift of the resonant magnetic surfaces
implemented by change of the plasma current ~or the toroidal field! one can strongly vary the plasma
edge regimes from the ergodic zone dominated one to the laminar zone dominated regimes in which
the field lines with short wall to wall connection lengths are predominant. The embedded in the
laminar zone narrow ergodic zones have fractal structures which are investigated in detail. The
fractal structures of the magnetic footprints on the divertor plate are also studied. © 2001
American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1371954#I. INTRODUCTION
The Torus Experiment for Technology Oriented Re-
search ~TEXTOR-94! device is being opened in 2001 to in-
stall the coils for the Dynamic Ergodic Divertor ~DED! ~see
Ref. 1!. Similar to the ergodic divertor for Tore Supra ~see,
e.g., Refs. 2–4! the main goal of the DED is the control of
the plasma edge and the plasma–wall interaction by help of
external magnetic field perturbations. The coil set will be
located inside the vessel at the high field side ~HFS!, allow-
ing a perturbation current to flow helically parallel to the
magnetic field lines within the plasma boundary. The super-
position of the perturbation field and the equilibrium field of
the plasma creates an ergodization of the magnetic field lines
at the plasma boundary. This should strongly affect particle
transport within the ergodized zone. However, ergodic di-
vertor experiments in Tore Supra have shown that the effect
of the resonant perturbation field on particle transport was
much stronger than anticipated from the estimations based
on the stochastic description of transport processes in the
ergodic magnetic field ~see Refs. 2–4!. This phenomenon
gave evidence of the existence of a so-called laminar zone at
the outer region, located between the ergodic zone and the
plasma wall. Its main feature is, that the field lines there have
shorter connection lengths, only a few poloidal turns from
wall to wall, whereas the chaotic field lines in the ergodic
zone do have much longer connection lengths.
First modeling efforts of the DED-TEXTOR presented
in Refs. 5–17 have shown that the relative radial extensions
of the laminar and the ergodic zones at the plasma edge
strongly depend on the plasma parameters ~plasma bpol , the
plasma current Ip), as well as on the divertor current. Par-
ticularly, it was found that the increase of the divertor current
a!Electronic mail: s.abdullaev@fz-juelich.de2731070-664X/2001/8(6)/2739/11/$18.00
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field line diffusivity, which is proportional to the particle
diffusion coefficient ~see Refs. 11 and 12!. Due to its ex-
pected effects on the transport in the plasma edge and power
load to the wall elements, the structure of the laminar zone
has extensively been investigated in Refs. 6,9,10,14–17. To
calculate the resulting magnetic field by applying the DED
perturbation field, the Gourdon code ~field line tracing! has
been used. This code allows one to study the laminar zone as
well as the structure of the ergodic zone, but it is not accurate
enough to trace field lines a few dozens of toroidal turns and
is, therefore, not a convenient way to visualize fractal struc-
tures within the perturbed magnetic edge ~Refs. 5,13!.
This work is devoted to the study of detailed structures
of the laminar zone of the DED of the TEXTOR-94. In par-
ticular, we study a variation of the ergodic and the laminar
zone induced by shifts of the spatial position of the resonant
magnetic surfaces at the plasma edge, a fractal property of
the laminar zone. The study is based on asymptotic and map-
ping methods developed in Refs. 11 and 12 for the models of
the circular tokamak plasma and the ideal configuration of
the divertor coils. This approach describes well the main
features of the external resonant magnetic field and forma-
tion of the ergodic zone at the plasma edge obtained by
Gourdon code simulations in Ref. 5. The methods are based,
first, on the Hamiltonian formulation of magnetic field line
equations and, second, on solving them using a new mapping
method that has recently been developed in Refs. 11 and 18.
The mapping procedure always conserves the main flux-
preserving property of the magnetic field, unlike the Gour-
don code, which violates this property at short distances
while integrating the field lines equations in the zone of cha-
otic field lines using the conventional Adam’s integration
scheme. The computationally fast and flux-preserving map-
ping approach allows one to study detailed fine structures of9 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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approach with the former studies on the laminar zone in Ref.
15, the new model has the capability to uncover and interpret
the fractal structures of the laminar zone. However, the new
method uses analytical descriptions of the magnetic pertur-
bation and the equilibrium field instead of the highly accu-
rate numerical models used for both in the earlier approach.
One should emphasize that the magnetic field lines in the
ergodic divertor device represent an open dynamical system
possessing chaotic scattering properties ~see Refs. 19–22 and
references therein!. Therefore one should expect fractal prop-
erties of field lines at the plasma edge. In poloidal divertor
tokamaks the fractal structures of field lines have been stud-
ied in Refs. 23–28. Particularly, so-called tokamak divertor
maps in Refs. 26–28 and the separatrix maps in Ref. 25 were
employed to this behalf. Fractal properties of field lines in
the DED have first been shown in Ref. 7 for the cylindrical
model and later in Ref. 12 for the toroidal model of the DED.
However, in the latter publications this property of field lines
were not thoroughly investigated which would otherwise
have revealed the fine structure of the laminar zone.
The contents of the paper is the following. The models
of the plasma and the divertor coils used in the study are
described in Sec. II. The Hamiltonian formulation of mag-
netic field line equations for these models is presented in
Sec. III. The main formulas of the recently developed map-
ping method to integrate Hamiltonian equations are also re-
called therein. The structures of the ergodic and the laminar
zones are studied in Sec. IV. Particularly, we have investi-
gated the spatial shift of the resonant magnetic surfaces, the
change of the ergodic and laminar zones and field line diffu-
sivity by the variation of the plasma current. The fractal
structures of the laminar zone and the magnetic footprints on
the divertor plate are studied in Sec. V by plotting contour
plots of areas of field lines connecting the wall to the wall in
different poloidal turns. The results are summarized and dis-
cussed in Sec. VI.
II. MODELS FOR THE PLASMA AND THE DIVERTOR
COILS
We consider a model of the tokamak plasma equilibrium
with nested, circular magnetic surfaces studied in Refs.
29,11,12. Let (r ,u ,w) be toroidal coordinates. The equilib-
rium magnetic field B(r ,u) is determined by its toroidal,
Bw~r ,u!5
moIw
2pR0~r !~11« cos u!
, ~1!
and poloidal,
Bu~r ,u!5
moIp
2pr ~11L« cos u!, ~2!
components, where Ip is the plasma current and Iw is the
current of the magnetic system, «5r/R0(r) is the inverse
aspect ratio, R0(r) is the position of the center of the mag-
netic surface with radius r. The Shafranov shift R0(r) with
respect to the center of the outmost magnetic surface of ra-
dius a is D(r)5@R02(a)1(L11)(a22r2)#1/22R0(a). The
quantity L is determined by the ratio of the plasma pressureDownloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject toto the magnetic pressure of the poloidal field, bpol , and the
internal inductance l i , i.e., L5bpol1l i/221. Let Bt be the
toroidal magnetic field at R5R0(a): Bt5m0Iw/2pR0(a).
The safety factor q(r)’rBw /RBu may be represented by
~see Ref. 11!
q~r !5«2
Iw
Ip
S 11 12 a2«21 38 a4«41 D , ~3!
where
am5~21 !m (
k50
m
~m2k11 !Lk.
The presented model well describes the magnetic equi-
librium at the plasma edge.
Divertor coil configuration: As in Refs. 11 and 12 we
consider the ideal divertor coil configuration in which 16
identical helical conductors located on the inboard circum-
ference of radius rc and uniformly distributed along the B.
The poloidal extension of coils is Du52uc5p/5. The cur-
rent distribution on the coils is taken as I j5ccId sin(pj/2
1vt), where j ( j51, . . . ,16) stands for a coil number, cc is
the current control factor (0<cc<1), Id515 kA is the
maximum possible current, v is a rotation frequency of the
perturbation field. This current distribution creates magnetic
perturbations at the plasma edge with the toroidal mode n
54 possessing a strong radial decay ;(r/rc)m021 (m0
520).
The divertor target plates are located at r5rd,rc at the
HSF. Tracing field lines are terminated when field lines hit
the divertor plate. For the DED of TEXTOR the position of
the divertor plates is taken at rd549 cm.
III. HAMILTONIAN FIELD LINE EQUATIONS
The magnetic structure at the plasma boundary is studied
by integrating the field line equations given in Hamiltonian
form,
du*
dw 5
]H
]c
,
dc
dw 52
]H
]u*
, ~4!
with the poloidal flux H as a Hamiltonian function H
5cp(u*,c ,w), a toroidal flux c and an intrinsic poloidal
coordinate u* as the canonical variables c5c(r),u*
5u*(r ,u), and the toroidal angle w as an independent
time-like variable. @In the intrinsic coordinates (u*,c) field
lines on the given magnetic surface c5const are straight in
the absence of a perturbation, u*5u0*1(w2w0)/q(c).#
For the equilibrium magnetic field ~1!, ~2! and the ideal
divertor coil configuration the Hamiltonian function H is
found in Ref. 11, and it has the form,
H5H0~c!1eH1~u*,c ,w!,
H0~c!5E dcqr~c! , ~5!
H1~u*,c ,w!5(
m
Hm~c!cos~mu*2nw1vt !, AIP license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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the ratio of the magnetic perturbation amplitude Bd
5moIdn/ucrc to the toroidal field Bt at the magnetic axis.
The perturbed part of the poloidal flux H1(u*,c ,w) has the
following asymptotic representation for its Fourier compo-
nents Hm(c) ~for large poloidal numbers m):
Hm~c!5~21 !m1m0C
AR0~R02r !
R0
2 S r2D~r !rc D
m*
3
sin~m*2m !uc
pb1m*~m*2m !
, ~6!
where
m*5
m1xc~mb3/2b1!1/3
b1
.
The parameters b1 and b3 are the first and third derivatives
of the poloidal angle u with respect to the intrinsic angle u*
taken at the HFS, i.e.,
b15
du
du* U
u5p
, b35
d3u
du*3U
u5p
.
In Eq. ~6! there are two parameters C and xc determined by
fitting the asymptotic formula ~6! with the direct numerical
calculations ~see Ref. 11!. These parameters weakly depend
on the plasma parameter bpol and take values in the interval,
1,C,1.055, 20.23,xc,20.36.
A. Mapping method of integration of field line
equations
The field lines may be studied by direct integration of
the Hamiltonian equations ~4!. However, it requires rather long
computation times. Replacing the Hamiltonian system by a
mapping would significantly simplify speed up these calcu-
lations.
Below we study the Hamiltonian field line equations us-
ing a symplectic mapping procedure. It is a generalization of
the new integration method of Hamiltonian systems, recently
developed in Refs. 18,11, to smaller integration steps. It is
much more accurate than the original scheme, and allows
one to consider the cases with moderately high perturbations.
In particular, it allowed us to study field lines at the laminar
zone of the DED where the perturbation field is sufficiently
large, i.e., when the perturbation parameter e is not small and
has the order of e;0.1– 0.2. The method is based on a ca-
nonical change of variables that eliminates the perturbation
during periodic time intervals. This procedure allows one to
reduce the continuous Hamiltonian equations to a symplectic
mapping. Details of this method will be published elsewhere.
The magnetic perturbation ~5! has an n-fold symmetry
along the toroidal axis, i.e., it is a periodical function of the
toroidal angle w with the period 2p/n . We introduce poloi-
dal sections at w5wk5(2p/ns)k (k50,61,62, . . . ),
where s>1 is an integer number. Note that the sections wk
and wk1ns coincide. Let (ck ,uk) be intersection points of the
field line with the poloidal section w5wk . We define a for-
ward map asDownloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject to~ck11 ,uk11* !5Tˆ f~ck ,uk*!. ~7!
Similarly, one can define a backward map
~ck21 ,uk21* !5Tˆ b~ck ,uk*!. ~8!
Note that the Poincare´ map may be obtained by applying the
maps ~7!, ~8! s times, i.e., (Tˆ f)s. In Refs. 18 and 11 the
integration step Dw was taken to equal to the period of the
perturbation 2p/n . Here we construct the symplectic maps
for smaller steps Dw52p/ns (s>1).
The mappings ~7!, ~8! are constructed by combining
three symplectic maps Tˆ 2(w), Tˆ 0(w8,w), and Tˆ 1(w). The
maps Tˆ 2(w), Tˆ 1(w) perform a canonical change of vari-
ables in the Hamiltonian equations. They are implemented
by the generating function F(c¯ ,u*,w)5c¯ u*1S(c¯ ,u*,w).
In particular, the map Tˆ 1 : (c¯ ,u¯*)5Tˆ 1(w)(c ,u*) trans-
forms the original variables (c ,u*) to the new ones (c¯ ,u¯*)
at a fixed value of the toroidal angle w , i.e.,
c¯ 5c2e
]S~c¯ ,u*,w!
]u*
, u¯*5u*1e
]S~c¯ ,u*,w!
]c¯
, ~9!
thereby transforming the Hamiltonian ~5! H to a new one H
H5H0~c¯ ,e!1eH1~u¯*,c¯ ,w ,e!,
~10!
H1~u¯*,c¯ ,w ,e!5H1~u¯*,c¯ ,e! (
k52‘
‘
dS w2 2p
ns
D ,
with no perturbations in a toroidal section wk,w,wk11 ,
while the map Tˆ 2(w) creates out the inverse transformation
of variables (c ,u*)5Tˆ 2(w)(c¯ ,u¯*),
c5c¯ 1e
]S~c¯ ,u*,w!
]u*
, u*5u¯*2e
]S~c¯ ,u*,w!
]c¯
.
~11!
The map Tˆ 0(w8,w): (c¯ 8,u¯*8)5Tˆ 0(w8,w)(c¯ ,u¯*) de-
scribes the evolution of the new variables (c¯ ,u¯*) in the
unperturbed system between w and w8 ~both in the interval
wk,w ,w8,wk11), i.e.,
c¯ 85c¯ , u¯*85u¯*1
w82w
q¯ ~c¯ !
, ~12!
where
1
q¯ ~c ,e!
5
]H0~c ,e!
]c
~13!
is the safety factor in the new variables.
According to ~9!, ~11!, and ~12! the forward map ~7!
may be constructed as a sequence of the maps
Tˆ 1(wk), Tˆ 0(wk11 ,wk) and Tˆ 2(wk11), respectively, i.e., AIP license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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5Tˆ 2~wk11!Tˆ 0~wk11 ,wk!Tˆ 1~wk!
3~ck ,uk*!. ~14!
Similarly the backward map ~8! may be represented by
~ck21 ,uk21* !5Tˆ b~ck ,uk*!
5Tˆ 2~wk21!Tˆ 0~wk21 ,wk!Tˆ 1~wk!
3~ck ,uk*!. ~15!
The mappings ~14!–~15! are invariant with respect to the
transformation k↔k11.
B. The generating function
In general the generating function S(c ,u ,w) satisfies the
Hamilton–Jacobi equation
HS c¯ ,u*1e ]S
]c¯
,w D 5HS c¯ 1e ]S
]u*
,u*,w D 1 ]S
]w
. ~16!
Solving this equation for an arbitrary perturbation pa-
rameter e is a very difficult task. For the small perturbation it
may be sought using perturbation theory expansion ~16! and
S(c ,u ,w) taking a series in powers in e ~Ref. 18!. Below we
present its solution to first order of e . As was shown in Refs.
11 and 18 the mapping ~14! with such a solution for the
generating function S well reproduces the orbits of Hamil-
tonian equations ~4! obtained by the numerical symplectic
integration scheme.
Suppose that the perturbed Hamiltonian has the Fourier
expansion ~5!, then the generating function S(c ,u ,w) to the
first order of perturbation theory may be written in the form
of a Fourier series
S~c ,u ,w!5(
m
$Sm
(s)~c!sin~mu*2nw!
1Sm
(c)~c!cos~mu*2nw!%, ~17!
with angle-dependent coefficients,
Sm
(s)~c ,w!52Hm~c!
p
n
12cos~am~c!@nw/p#!
am~c!
,
~18!
Sm
(c)~c ,w!5Hm~c!
p
n
sin~am~c!@nw/p#!
am~c!
,
where @nw/p#5(2k11)/s2nw/p , for wk,w,wk11 , and
am~c!5
p
n
S mq~c! 2n D .
The coefficient Sm
(c)(c ,w) in ~18! is a discontinuous function
of w at the values w5wk . At the limit w→wk60 we have
Sm
(c)~c ,wk60 !56Hm~c!
p
n
sin am~c!
am~c!
. ~19!
In the next section the symplectic maps ~14!–~15! are
applied to study the ergodic and laminar zones of the DED.
To study Poincare´ sections we have chosen the integrationDownloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject tostep Dw equal to the period of the perturbation 2p/n . To
obtain the laminar plots one needs the higher accuracy of
calculation. For this case the integration step Dw is taken
eight times smaller, i.e., Dw52p/ns (s58).
IV. STRUCTURES OF THE ERGODIC
AND THE LAMINAR ZONES
A. Formation of the ergodic and the laminar zones
The poloidal spectrum Hm ~6! of the magnetic perturba-
tion is located near the central poloidal mode mc’m0b1
with the width Dm’pb1 /Du ~see Ref. 11!. In general mc
and Dm depend on the plasma parameter bpol as well as on
the radial coordinate r. For the standard operational regime
(bpol51) the DED perturbation coils are designed to create
the ergodic zone at the plasma edge near the magnetic sur-
face q53 located near r543 cm. It is expected that one can
obtain the well-developed ergodic zone if mc512 at the
resonant magnetic surfaces q(rmn)5mc /n53. Qualitatively,
the mechanism to form the ergodic zone at the plasma edge
is the following. The resonant magnetic perturbations with
~6! mc2Dm/2,m,mc1Dm/2 generate a chain of islands.
At a certain level of the perturbed field the interactions of
these islands creates the ergodic zone of field lines at the
plasma edge. The structure of the ergodic zone depends not
only on the mutual positions of the main resonant magnetic
surfaces rmn (mc2Dm/2,m,mc1Dm/2) but also on how
close they are to the divertor coils at r5rc , this is, because
of the strong radial dependence of the magnetic perturbation
~6!. By outward shift of the main resonant magnetic surfaces
rmn one can increase the interaction of resonant islands, and
therefore the ergodization level. However, if the perturbation
amplitude Hm of the outermost resonant magnetic surface
rmn is a sufficiently large it creates a bump on the outside of
the island whereby it touches the divertor plate. This island
dominates over the inner islands and forms the region with
the regular behavior of field lines at the plasma edge. This
phenomenon is partly responsible for the formation of the
laminar zone. Below we study the formation of the ergodic
and the laminar zones more rigorously by plotting Poincare´
sections and contour plots of field lines with different poloi-
dal turns ~see Sec. V!.
B. Variation options of the operational regimes
There are several options to vary the operational regimes
of the DED. The first of them is a variation of the divertor
current Id , thereby enhancing the degree of ergodization.
However, this may not be sufficient to get a sizeable zone of
chaotic field lines, especially for the higher bpol>1 ~see Ref.
12!. The ergodization level of field lines may be increased by
lowering bpol ~Refs. 11 and 12!, however, this option is not
desirable.
The most convenient way to regulate the degree of er-
godization and the width of the ergodic layer is a variation of
the radial positions of the main resonant magnetic surfaces
r5rmn , where q(rmn)5m/n . The shift r5rmn with respect
to the DED-coils may be accomplished, according to ~3!, by
varying the plasma current Ip or the toroidal magnetic field AIP license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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the fixed value of Iw the positions of the resonant magnetic
surfaces rmn increase approximately linearly with the plasma
current Ip : rmn5rmn
0 1rmn8 Ip . For the equilibrium plasma
parameters a546 cm, R05174 cm, bpol51.0, the dependen-
cies of rmn on the plasma current Ip at the fixed toroidal
magnetic field Bt52.25 T ~solid curves! and on the magnetic
field Bt at the fixed plasma current Ip5440 kA ~dashed
curves! are shown in Fig. 1 for the main poloidal modes m
59, 10, 11, 12. The parameters rmn
0 and rmn8 are equal to
rmn
0 5 24.99 cm, rmn8 53.3531022 ~kA!21 for the resonance
m:n510:4; rmn
0 526.25 cm, rmn8 53.4331022 ~kA!21 for
m:n511:4, and rmn
0 527.45 cm, rmn8 53.5031022 ~kA!21
for m:n512:4. For example, the resonant surface rm ,n (m
512,n54) changes from 42.73 cm to 48.33 cm when Ip is
increased from 440 kA to 600 kA ~at the fixed Bt52.25) or
Bt is decreased from 2.25 T to 1.65 T ~at the fixed Ip5440
kA!.
Below we study the variation of the plasma regimes at
the different values of the plasma current Ip keeping the
magnetic field Bt fixed. The changes of the plasma regime
can be also produced by varying the magnetic field Bt at the
fixed plasma current. However, one should note that for the
two magnetic equilibria (Ip(1) ,Bt(1)), (Ip(2) ,Bt(2)) which have
the same resonant magnetic surfaces rmn , the plasma edge
will be affected more strongly in the case with the smaller
toroidal magnetic field Bt5min(Bt(1) ,Bt(2)). It is due to the
fact that the relative magnetic perturbation e in the field line
Eqs. ~4!, ~5! is inversely proportional to the toroidal mag-
netic field Bt .
C. Poincare´ sections
We plotted Poincare´ sections of field lines by iterating
the forward map ~14! for different plasma currents Ip . The
Poincare´ section of field lines at the poloidal plane w5const
is shown in Fig. 2 for the plasma current Ip5480 kA and the
maximum divertor current Id515 kA. Other parameters
taken are Bt52.25 T, a546 cm, R05174 cm and bpol
51.0. Figure 2~a! shows the entire poloidal section in the
polar coordinate system (u ,r), centered at the center of the
FIG. 1. Radial positions of the resonant magnetic surfaces rmn vs the plasma
current Ip at a fixed toroidal magnetic field Bt52.25 T ~solid curves! and vs
the toroidal magnetic field Bt at the plasma current Ip50.44 MA ~dashed
curves!.Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject tolast magnetic surface of radius r5a while the close up view
of the plot at the plasma edge is shown in Fig. 2~b! in the
(u*,r)-plane, where r is a radial distance from the magnetic
axis.
The width of the ergodic zone, formed at the plasma
boundary, is wider at the HSF than at the low field side
~LFS!. From Fig. 2~b! one can see that the magnetic field
structure at the plasma boundary may be divided into two
distinct zones: the ergodic zone (rLMS,r,rl’46 cm! with
well developed chaotic field lines ~containing embedded is-
lands of regular field lines! and the laminar zone (rl,r
,rd549 cm! with open field lines connecting to the divertor
target on both sides. Here rLMS stands for the last conserved
magnetic surface. The ergodic zone is connected with the
divertor target plates along narrow chaotic stripes. The large
white areas between these chaotic stripes in the laminar zone
correspond to the field lines with relatively short connection
lengths ~one or a few poloidal turns!. ~They do not appear in
a Poincare´ plot.! The radial distance rl defines the boundary
between the ergodic zone and the laminar zone. The widths
of the ergodic zone and the laminar zone can be changed by
varying the divertor current cc or by shifting the resonant
magnetic surface in the radial direction by varying the
plasma current Ip . Below we consider the effect of the varia-
tion of the plasma current on the ergodic and the laminar
zones.
At the plasma current Ip5480 kA the width of the er-
FIG. 2. Poincare´ sections of magnetic field lines: ~a! in a polar coordinate
system (r ,u); ~b! close up view of the ergodic zone; Ip5480 kA. AIP license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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2~b!#. The increase of Ip shifts outward the positions rmn of
the resonant magnetic surfaces. Due to the strong radial de-
pendence of perturbation ~6! the widths of individual islands
grow further thereby enhancing their interaction. It leads to a
widening of the laminar zone and narrowing of the ergodic
zone; this is because of the dominance of the resonant mode
being closely located to the divertor coils and by diminishing
of the contributions of resonant modes m far from the central
mode m0 ~6!. Figure 3 shows the structure of field lines at
the plasma boundary for two values of the plasma current:
~a! Ip5540 kA; ~b! Ip5600 kA. The width of the ergodic
zone is substantially decreased ~approximately from 5 cm to
2 cm! when the plasma current is varied from 480 kA to 540
kA, while the width of the laminar zone is increased by only
approximately 2 cm @compare Figs. 2~b! and 3~a!#. Further
increase of Ip up to 600 kA leaves a narrow ergodic layer
without noticeable change of the width of the laminar zone.
D. Field line diffusion coefficients
The variation of the ergodic and laminar zones may also
be studied by the radial field line diffusivity. In order to
study the field line diffusion we have calculated by the
second-order radial displacement moments,
sr0~ l !5^~r~ l !2r0!
2& ,
FIG. 3. Poincare´ sections of magnetic field lines for different poloidal cur-
rents: ~a! Ip5540 kA; ~b! Ip5600 kA. Other parameters are the same as in
Fig. 2.Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject toaveraged over a set of field lines with initial angle u* being
uniformly distributed in the poloidal plane at a fixed minor
radius r0 . Here l is the distance along field lines. In the
ergodic zone sr0(l) typically grows with the distance l up to
a certain distance then it converges to a constant value in
case field lines are confined in the ergodic zone, or it de-
creases exponentially when the field lines leave the ergodic
zone after reaching the divertor plate. In general, it is not
possible to introduce a global diffusion coefficient D
5sr0(l)/2l for the limit l→‘ within a finite ergodic zone, as
it is possible in the unlimited domain. However, in order to
estimate the radial stochastic transport rate of field lines, one
can introduce a local diffusion coefficient DFL(r0) valid for
the initial linear growth of sr0(l) with l, i.e., sr0(l)
52DFL(r0)l ~see Ref. 11!.
Profiles of DFL(r) are presented in Fig. 4 for the differ-
ent plasma currents. In the ergodic zone (r,rl) DFL grows
monotonically up to the boundary of the laminar zone rl then
it decreases for r.rl despite the growing perturbation. The
width of the laminar zone also increases with the plasma
current Ip up to the value of 540 kA. For the higher values of
Ip.540 kA the laminar zone stagnates. Similarly DFL in the
ergodic zone does also grow with Ip up to the same value
540 kA, but for Ip.540 kA it slightly decreases. This de-
FIG. 4. Profiles of field line diffusion coefficients DFL(r) for different po-
loidal currents: ~a! curve 1, Ip5460 kA; 2, Ip5480 kA; 3, Ip5500 kA; 4,
Ip5520 kA; 5, Ip5540 kA; ~b! 1, Ip5560 kA; 2, Ip5580 kA; 3, Ip5600
kA. The other parameters are the same as in Fig. 2. AIP license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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a drastic reduction of the contribution of chaotic field lines to
the diffusion process, and dominating the convective field
lines ~connecting the divertor plates with themselves in a few
poloidal turns! on the transport of heat and particles.
V. FRACTAL STRUCTURE OF THE LAMINAR ZONE
A. Ergodic divertor as an chaotic scattering
system
Field lines at the plasma edge with initial coordinates
located outside the last invariant magnetic surface eventually
leave the plasma region along the torus reaching the wall in
both, clockwise and counterclockwise directions ~expect for
those field lines being trapped inside the magnetic islands!.
In this sense such a system may be viewed as one of chaotic
scattering, whereby field lines enter into the plasma edge
from the wall and leave when hitting the wall after a certain
number toroidal ~or poloidal! turns. Indeed, field lines may
enter into ~or leave! the plasma edge only from some thin
areas on the wall known as magnetic footprints ~see Refs.
23,26,27,9!. The length of these field lines inside the plasma
region is very sensitive to their initial coordinates within
these areas: a tiny change of the input conditions can pro-
duce drastic changes in the length of field lines.
In chaotic scattering systems, a trajectory may leave the
system in one of several different ways. The space of initial
coordinates corresponding to the various exit ways are sepa-
rated by a boundary, which may be a fractal ~Ref. 30!. The
set of initial conditions for which trajectories leave the sys-
tem in a particular way is called the basin of the particular
mode. In the case of the ergodic divertor it is convenient to
classify the field lines by the number of poloidal turns, i.e.,
by the numbers of rotation around the minor cycle. Indeed,
the perturbation field of divertor coils are highly localized on
the HFS, and field lines enter into the plasma and leave it on
this side making almost full poloidal turns. Therefore, the set
of initial conditions for which field lines crossing the equa-
torial plane on the LFS with the same number of times may
be referred as the basin of a particular number of poloidal
turns Np . Spatial structures of boundaries of basins belong-
ing to the different Np give a fine details of the ergodic and
laminar zone which cannot be revealed by Poincare´ sections.
Below we study such structures of the laminar zone by plot-
ting the contours of Np within the plasma edge and on the
divertor plate.
One should note that the contour plots similar to these,
called laminar plots, were first introduced in Refs. 6 and 8,
where the lengths of field lines were used instead of Np .
B. Basin boundary structure at the plasma edge
In this and the next subsections we study the basin
boundary structure at the plasma edge and on the wall, re-
spectively. For the first case, unlike the definition given
above, we will refer to the basin as a set of spatial points
(u*,r) at the given poloidal section w5const which are
crossed by field lines connecting wall to wall with a particu-
lar number of poloidal turns Np . The entire plot showing theDownloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject toboundaries between basins with different numbers of poloi-
dal turns may give more details about the laminar zone than
Poincare sections. The procedure to obtain these plots is the
following.
At the poloidal plane w5 0 the field line with a given
initial coordinate (u*,r) is traced along the positive direc-
tion of w by iterating the forward map ~7! and in the negative
direction using the backward map ~8! until the field line
reaches the divertor plate. Then we determine a fractional
number of poloidal turns Npol as the ratio of the total change
of the poloidal angle Du* to the full circle 2p , i.e., Npol
5Du*/2p . The values of Npol computed in this way are
close to integer numbers although they are not exactly inte-
ger. Let Np be the integer number closest to Npol . Areas in
the (u*,r)-plane with different poloidal turns Np are topo-
logically different. The dependence of Npol on the initial co-
ordinates (u*,r) may be best understood from a contour plot
with contour lines separating the basins of different poloidal
turns Np .
Below we present the basin boundary structure at the
laminar zone for two different plasma currents, namely, Ip
5480 kA and 600 kA. As shown in Sec. IV C in the first
case the width of the laminar zone is relatively small,
whereas for Ip5 600 kA the laminar zone covers almost the
full area of the plasma periphery. The basin plot for Ip
5480 kA is shown in Fig. 5; ~a! shows the plot on the LFS,
~b! on the HFS. Similar plots for Ip5600 kA are presented in
Fig. 6. In these figures the basins corresponding up to six
poloidal turns are shown. The darkest blue basin corresponds
to field lines with the shortest connection lengths ~less than
one poloidal turn! and describes the private flux zone. This
basin is located on the HFS only where the perturbation coils
are positioned. The darkest red area describes the basins with
more than six poloidal turns. The boundaries between these
basins are not resolved. The basins corresponding to the field
lines with Np ranging from one poloidal turn to six poloidal
turns are colored according the color bar in Figs. 5 and 6: the
color of the basin Np is determined by the color at the level
Np20.5 of the color bar.
The basin with one poloidal turn has a nonfractal bound-
ary with the private flux zone. But it may have fractal bound-
aries with the basins corresponding to two and more poloidal
turns. For Np>2 there are several topologically different ba-
sins related to the same Np . As see from Figs. 5 and 6, the
relatively large basins of a few poloidal turns Np<3 at the
plasma edge are clearly separated by nonfractal boundaries.
But they are alternating with the long dark elongated areas
~or stripes! containing the basins for a few poloidal turns up
to very large Np . The increase of the plasma current Ip to
600 kA leads not only to a radial expansion of the basins
with a few poloidal turns but also to a growth of the number
of stripes. In Ref. 15 these stripes have been called ‘‘fin-
gers.’’ At the HFS some of these stripes are radially ex-
tended toward the wall ~divertor plate!.
The structure of the stripes has a complicated fractal
nature. In order to study, it we have magnified the area of the
stripe with the fine resolution of basins of higher poloidal
turns. Figure 7~a! shows a blow up of the yellow rectangle
area at the stripe in Fig. 5~b!. Further expansion of the yel- AIP license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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shows that the basins at the stripe are highly elongated and
the boundaries between them have fractal structure, i.e., the
stripes consist of layered basins of different poloidal turns
with a self-similar behavior at different spatial scales. As
seen, the basins of field lines with a few poloidal turns Np
are ‘‘sandwiched’’ between basins for field lines with large
numbers of poloidal turns Np@1.
C. Magnetic footprints
In order to study the basin boundary structure on the
plasma wall we will use the following procedure. We follow
a field line which enters into the plasma starting from the
wall of radius rd with the given initial coordinate (w ,u) and
returns back to the wall after a certain number of poloidal
turns Npol . The set of initial conditions (w ,u) with a particu-
lar number Npol determines a basin. The whole picture of
basin boundaries with Npol>1 on the plasma wall determines
a structure known as magnetic footprints. Similar to the
stripe at the plasma edge the magnetic footprints have a frac-
tal structure as well. Below we consider the structure of mag-
FIG. 5. ~Color! Contour plots of Np in the (u*,r)-plane for the plasma
currents Ip5480 kA. ~a! shows the LFS, ~b! HFS. The other parameters are
the same as in Fig. 2.Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject tonetic footprints for the above plasma parameters. They are
shown in Fig. 8 for the plasma current Ip5480 kA and in
Fig. 9 for Ip5600 kA, particularly, Fig. 8~a! presents mag-
netic footprints on the entire poloidal region, and Figs. 8~b!
and 9~a! show them on the HFS. Finally Figs. 9~b! and 9~c!
show the expanded views of the rectangular regions in Fig.
9~a!, respectively. Because of the four-fold symmetry along
the toroidal direction only one quarter of the magnetic foot-
prints are presented.
One can see from Figs. 8 and 9~a! that the field lines can
enter into the plasma ~or hit the wall from the plasma side!
only along the four pairs of narrow helical stripes. ~Dark blue
areas in figures correspond to the field lines in a private flux
zone.! The distance between stripes of each pairs depends on
the plasma current. It is increased with the plasma current
and consistent with the consideration of a helical field di-
vertor studied in Ref. 31. Each helical stripe has a fractal
structure and it consists of layered basins of different poloi-
dal turns @see Figs. 9~b! and 9~c!#. The width of layers is
changing along the toroidal direction w . The area of the ba-
sin with one poloidal turn Npol51 is the largest. For the
FIG. 6. ~Color! Same as in Fig. 5, for the plasma current Ip5600 kA. ~a!
LFS; ~b! HFS. AIP license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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decreased in size. The boundaries between these basins are
fractal.
The fine structure of the helical stripes can be revealed
by studying the dependence of Npol on the poloidal angle u
for fixed toroidal angle w . Such a dependence of Npol on u is
described by Cantor-type, fractal curves. It is presented in
Fig. 10 for the plasma current Ip5600 kA at the fixed toroi-
dal angle w552°. The curve in Fig. 10~a! describes the po-
loidal section of the whole helical stripe shown in Fig. 9~c!,
while the expanded view of the part of the stripe correspond-
ing to the basins of the large number of poloidal turns Npol
@1 are shown in Fig. 10~b!. They clearly show areas of field
lines connecting wall to wall in one, two, three, and more
poloidal turns Npol . These areas are described by almost
horizontal steps in the fractal curve. The width of the layer
becomes smaller with increasing Npol .
The structure of the helical stripes plays an important
role for heat and particle deposition on the divertor plates.
Indeed, the basins with Npol@1 correspond to the field lines
coming from deep within ergodic zone. These field lines may
bring high energetic particles to the wall because the par-
FIG. 7. ~Color! ~a! Expanded view of the area near the chaotic stripe shown
in Fig. 5. ~b! Expansion of the rectangular area in Fig. 7~a!.Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject toticles predominantly move along field lines. Therefore one
can expect that the spatial distribution of power deposition
within the helical stripes will depend on the spatial structure
of basins with Npol.1. The cross-field diffusion of particles
broadens the spatial distribution of power deposition around
the maxima located at the basins corresponding to large
number of poloidal turns.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we investigated the effect of plasma current
variation on the properties of perturbed field lines at the
plasma periphery in the DED of TEXTOR. It has been
shown that the variation of the plasma current strongly af-
fects the properties of the ergodic and laminar zones. The
increase of the plasma current ~or the decrease of the toroidal
magnetic field! shifts the radial positions of the main reso-
nant magnetic surfaces outward. Because of the strong radial
dependence of the external magnetic perturbations this leads
to an increase of the laminar zone with short wall to wall
FIG. 8. ~Color! Basin boundary structure ~magnetic footprints! on the
(w ,u)-plane at the plasma wall rd549 cm. ~a! On the entire plane; ~b!
close-up view of the HFS. Ip5480 kA. The other parameters are the same as
in Fig. 2. AIP license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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and laminar zones are also studied by calculating field line
diffusivity. In the ergodic zone the field line diffusion coef-
ficients grow monotonically with the radial coordinate, and
decrease in the laminar zone. With the increase of the plasma
current the radial extend of the growing phase of the diffu-
sion coefficients is narrowed in expense of a widening of
their decreasing phase.
The laminar zone consists of clearly separated areas of
field lines connecting wall to wall in a few poloidal turns and
alternating with narrow long stripe-like areas. We have
found that those latter areas have a remarkable fractal struc-
ture exposing self-similar and layered areas at different spa-
tial scales. In particular, the number of the wall to wall con-
FIG. 9. ~Color! Same as in Fig. 8 but for Ip5600 kA. ~a! Close-up view of
the HFS; ~b! expanded view of the upper rectangular region on the stripe
shown in ~a!; ~c! the same of the lower rectangular region. Other parameters
are the same as in Fig. 6.Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject tonecting poloidal turns versus the poloidal angle for fixed
minor radius is described by a Cantor-type fractal curve. We
have also studied magnetic footprints on the divertor plates.
The latter consist of four pairs of helical stripes being con-
sistent with the previous studies. It was found that the each
helical stripe has a fractal structure dominantly covered by
field lines connecting wall to wall in one poloidal turn. Areas
hit by field lines in more than two poloidal turns are drasti-
cally reduced. Particularly, field lines coming from deep in-
side the ergodic zone hit the divertor plate along very narrow
Cantor-type fractal stripes.
The study shows the spatial shift of the resonant mag-
netic surfaces allows to study the transition of plasmas from
the regime which has ergodic dominated edge to those simi-
lar to normal helical divertor structures.
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